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EURO-LABS is a consortium of thirty nine Research Infrastructures (RIs) from 
twelve countries in Europe 
Finland in the north and Italy to south to Romania in the east and Portugal in the west
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a) Task and sub-Task leaders
b) Each facility will have a well identified Facility Coordinator
who will follow all aspects related to the TA, and the scientific and technical work related to facilities improvements for EURO-LABS at that facility. He/she
will be the contact point to the corresponding Task and WP leaders and the project office.

Town meeting every year



THEORY SUPPORT, WP 2.4









Reaction4Exp, Sevilla

FRESCO, a general code for direct reactions

EPM_SEV, a code for semiclassical calculations of high-energy collisions

DFPOT, SPP, codes for double folding potentials from density distributions





Reviving the Nuclear Reactions 
Video Project
http://nrv.jinr.ru/nrv/





MeanField4Exp, Krakow

Large sets of pre-calculated potential energy surfaces, electric and mass moments
as a function of spin and temperature 

HFB cranking calculations of rotational band structures 

Structure of isomers

Giant dipole resonances as afunction of temperature and spin

Nuclear densities of deformed nuclei







Structure4Exp, Milano

SKYRME_RPA, HFBCS_QRPA,  codes for calculations of 
energies and transition probabilities of collective states

Charge-changing transitions 

Beta-decay half lives

KSHELL, a general shell model code (A. Gargano,G. De  Gregorio, Napoli)





208Pb

2+

G. Colò et al., Comp. Phys. Comp. 184 (2013) 142



https://sites.google.com/alumni.tsukuba.ac.jp/kshell-nuclear/





132Sn

D. Rosiak et al, PRL 121 (2018) 252501 



Some issues:

Management of access, authorization platform

Connection between the three sites

Connection with FAIR Data

Maintenance after the end of EURO-LABS project 



Proposal of codes from other groups are welcome 
( possibly to be implemented at a later stage)

Advice from experimentalists about the best ways to serve their needs is  welcome






